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IDEAL FOR LONG
WORK DAYS
VERMUND has been manufacturing and developing office
chairs since the 1960s, and VL17 is the latest addition to the
family. Here, classic qualities such as ergonomics and sitting
comfort go hand in hand with the latest developments
in synchronous mechanisms and free movement. VL17
is equipped with a unique, two-part ALB backrest, which
improves your lumbar and back support*, thereby reducing
tiredness and discomfort in the back. The chair is thus ideal
for long working days, where variation in the sitting position
is crucial to preventing or easing pain in the back.
VL17 can be adjusted so that it always matches the way
you would like to sit. The chair’s many possibilities, such as
additional lumbar support and synchro tilt function that can
be adapted to a specific body weight, ensure that the chair
is always adjusted ergonomically correctly.
VL17 is an elegant and stylish chair with a chrome frame,
which can be ordered with a wide selection of fabrics and
leathers from quality Danish manufacturers. VL17 is supplied
as standard with Swing fabric, which is woven from New
Zealand wool and environmentally-friendly, recycled
polyester. Swing has a geometric structure that gives it a
lively, exciting expression and comes in 29 fresh colours.
* Scientific calculations conducted by Anybody Technology with technology from Aalborg University.
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A TRIBUTE TO VERMUND LARSEN
VERMUND LARSEN A/S was established in 1935 in the northern part of Denmark. The company
was founded by Mr. Vermund Larsen. Mr. Larsen passed away in 1970, but the company lives and
works in his spirit and tradition.
Mr. Larsen was an interior architect by education and an entrepreneur by heart. He became
one of the pioneers behind ergonomically correct office chairs, and he was passionate about
design, form and function. This passion for creating beautiful products was an essential driver
for him. Currently VERMUND thrives as a company, working with seating as a focus competence.
The company is diversified in three business units, all with design, functionality and high-end
quality as a common denominator.
VERMUND is the business unit caring for design furniture and is a tribute to Vermund Larsen.
The chairs are all designed and manufactured in Denmark, upholding our tradition for handcraft
and beautiful furniture.
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